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SIMULATION AND THE STUDENT ENGINEER 

Lennart RSde 
Ch~lnte~s Ukziversity of Technology 
S 412 96, Gothenburg, Sluedm 

I. Introduction 

The aim of this paper is to stress the ilnporta~ice of the simulation of 
random situations in today's engineering world and that for this reason 
simulation should be treated in all basic srochastics courses and especially 
so in such courses for engineering students. R. \XJ. Hainnling mentions in 
Hamming (1993) that in the 1950s at Bell Lab one out of ten experi~rlents 
was xnacle on the computer and nine out of ten in the laboratories but that 
later the situation was reversed with nine out of ten experime~~ts made on 
the computer, that is, by sin~ulation. 

For some engineering stttdents, for example, students of computer 
science engineering or industrial engineering and management, it might be 
a~propriate to have a specific course on sinlulation. 

Simulation can also be used as a didactical tool ro give the students 
concrete experience and background for abstract concepts and specific 
rnethods in stochastics. 

Simulation is, according to Ralston and Reilly (1983), "the repre- 
sentation of certain features of the behaviour of a physical or abstract 
system by the behaviour of another system". 

The followirig is, according to Law and Kelt011 (199I), a list of some 
particular problems for which simulation has been found to be a useful and 
powerfill tool. 

1) Designing and analyzing n~anufact~~ring systems. 

2)  Evaluating hardware and sofnvare requirements for a computer sysmn. 

3) Evaluating a new tnilitaty weapons system or tactic. 

4) Derermining ordering policies for an inventory system. 

5) Designing communication systems and message protocols for them. 

6) Designing and operating transporration facilities such as freeways, 
airports, sub'~vays, or POLTS. 

7) Evaluatit-rg designs for seivice organizations such as hospitals, post 
offices, or fast-food restaurants. 

details. 
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8) Analyzing financial and econo~nics systems. 

Some of the reasons why simulation is used in these and other areas of 
applications are the following. 

1) An analytical softition is nor possible. 

2) An analytical solution is tao complicated. 

3) Sirnulation can be used to estimate unkilown probabiiities, 
distributions, expectations and so on. 

4) Simulation can be used to give a concrete illustration of whar randonz 
variations and stability can be expected in a given syscem. 

5) Simdation can be used to checlr an analytical solution. 

G )  Silnufation can be used as a didactical tool. 

Note tliar even if jt is possible to find an analytical soltirion to a 
problenl, for example in queueing theory, it might still be ~vorth while to 
sirnr~late the situation to give a concrete picttire of what random variations 
or stability can be expected in the system. 

Monte Cario methods are cIosely related co simulation. By Evlonte 
Carlo methods are usually meam methods of solving deterministic 
mathematical problelns by experiments with random nunlbers. For 
example, complicated multiplc integrals can be estimated by simulation, 

Simulation of Iarge complex systems is not an easy task and requires 
borh a good understanding of the simulated system and a good working 
knowledge of simulation techniques. This is illustrated by the f o l l o i v i ~ ~ ~  
citacioa from Nezusweek, March 18, 199 1. 

I11 simulations before the attack, Air Force Computers projected char as many 
as 150 planes would be lost clie first night. When the real rhirrg came, a11 planes 
returned safely. 

Fig. 1 gives a scheme for the siinulation of a red life situation. Note 
rhat a simulation requires a mathematical simulation model. So 
simulation is not, as some might believe, a way ro avoid using 
mathematics. Validation means to check if the simulatioil really is 
relevant for the practical situation which is to be simulated. This can be 
done, for example, by running the simulation program for a sinlple case of 
the practical situation for which an an+ical solution is known. 
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Figure 1 .  Flow c h n r t j r  n sivzrrkstioiorr 

2. Teaching simulation 

Elements of sinltllation can easily be covered iil all basic stocbastics 
courses. Foi example, when disc~rssing various basic probability 
distributions, we should show not oilly their mathemarical properties and 
areas of applications, but also how they can be simulated. Here the most 
effective simulatio~l algorithms need not be used but n~ettxods which will 
give the students understanding and insight. Some examples are the 
following. 

11 = 60 p = 0.08 Number o f  observations = I000 
Meal l  = 4.877 Smndard deviation = 2. X 6455 

Figure 2. Szmzrlntim nfn hinonzinl disisrribrriinn 
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1 )  The binoiniai distribution should be simulated by adding binary 
random digits. This will help [he students see that a variable wicfi a 
binorniai distribution can be considered to be the suin of sintple 
random variables, which can be used ro calculate moments and to 
understand why a binomial distriburion can be approxirnared by a 
normal distribution. 

2) The Poisson distribution shoufd be si~nr~lated through the simttlatioll 
of the Poisson process by counring the number of events in an interval of 
fixed length. The Poisson process can be simrdated by adding 
simulated observations of a random variable with an expoilentin1 
distribution. This will help the studerrts unde~staild the important 
relationships between the exponentid distribution, the Poisson process 
and the Poisson distribution. 

3) The normal distribution should be siil~ulated by adding a number of 
random numbers. This will give the students practical experience of 
the central Iimit theorem. A p o d  exercise is to show why the 
addition of 12 random numbers is a good choice. 

When using statis~ica1 colnputer software to do statistical data 
analysis, it is very appropriate to tise simulated data produced by the 
compiiter. 

Fig. 2 shows an example of results from such a simulation. In this case 
1,000 observarions on a bino~nially distributed fandoin variable with n = 
60 and p =0.08 have been simulated. The data can be inrerpreted as the 
observed numbers of defective units in samples of GO froin a producrion 
process with the failure probability p = 0.08. 

Figure 3. Rarrdom poitzts in square nnd circle 
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I t  can also be i~lscructive to have the students perfoinl sirnulations of 
some simple randotr-r experirncnts. Examples of such experiments are: 

I )  Simulntion of exponential or  Weibulf time to failure for sorne 
manufactured products. 

2) Simulation of tirnc to failure Tor series, parallel or other rechnical 
systems of components with ratldorn fit;: tin~es. 

3) Generation of random points in a squate and a circle. 

4) Simulation study of the distance between nvo points chosen at random 
in a square. 

For some engineel-ilrg students simulation can be predictecl to be sucll 
an inlporrant activity in titeir futurc profession that it is high$ desirable 
to give rhcm a specific course 011 sirnulatio~l. S L I C ~  a course s h ~ ~ u l d  illclilde 
nr least one Iarge practical sin~ulation project.. The following i s  3 

suggestion for the conrent of such a course. 

1) Random nurllbers and randorn number generators. 
2) Test of random nunlber generators. 
3) Simulation of simple random experiments. 
4) Simulat~on of exportenrial, gamma, Weibull, normat, binomial, 

Poisson and hypergeometric distribt~tions. 
5 )  Simulation of the Poisson process. 
6) General simulation by inversion, acceptance-rejection and the cable 

methods. 
7) Statistical analysis of simulated data. 
8) How Inany observacioils? 
9) Use of computer software. 

I t  is not possible to discuss here details of how to treat these topics. It 
should, however, be pointed out that even if most statistics computer 
software has pre-programmed routines for the simulation of various 
srandard distributions, it is important ro discuss at least some algorithms 
for such simulations. 

' rextbooh on  simulation often discusses at  length severat different 
metl~ods for variance reduction. However, today the interest in such 
methods is not so grear as it is usually vely cheap to generate ~ a n d o ~ n  
numbers. It  is probably enough that the students are informed, via 
illustrative exnmples, how to use control and antithetic variables for 
variance reduction. 
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3. Use of software 

Ir is essential that the students when learning abour simuiarion tlavc 
access to computers and appropriate software. Most statistical computer 
program packages have commands for simulation. For examplc, Fig. 4 
shows the menu for simulation in the Statgraphics system. Basic 
simulation exercises can also be made wid1 generd m&emacical program 
paclcages tile htlathernatica. The ill~~strations in this paper have been made 
with this program, SimuJation programs can also be written in gencral- 
purpose languages like FORTRAN, C, Pascaf and BASIC. 

There exisr also special software for simulation and also for 
simulation of specific applications. This kind of si~rlulation softwarc can 
be used by the students for project work. 111 Law and Kelton (1931), where 
such simulation packages are discussed at length, the following programs 
are described: 

GPSS (General-Purpose Simulation Sysr rn l )  
SIMAN (STMuIation ANalpis) 
SIMSCRIPT 11.5 
SLAM 11 (Sin~ulation 1,anguage for Alternarive Mocleling) 

Randon1 Number Generation 
- -- 

Distributions available: 

(1) Bernon!li (7) Beta (13) t.ognorma1 
(2) Ritlolnial (8) Chi-square (14) Normal 
(3) Discrece uniform (9) EEang (15) Studenis t 
(4) Geometric (10) Erpoileiiriaf (16) 'l'riangidar 
(5) Kegntive binomial (IT) F (17) Uniform 
(6) Poisson (12) Gatnma (18) Weihull 

(17) Multivrriare norm~f 

Disrributio~l number: 10 

figure 4. Men14 for rrnir~I;ztiun ra tht Stngrnpkics yztem 
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